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Blessed Endurance 

Where is God when we are hurting or in despair? How can we find hope even when we feel hopeless? 

Pain, struggle, and despair are part of life, and they test our character as God's people. John Wimmer approaches these 
challenges to our faith realistically and thoughtfully. He does not offer easy answers or platitudes like "Everything 
happens for a reason." 

We can't always understand or control many things that happen to us, but we can choose how we respond to our 
circumstances. Wimmer encourages us to view times of difficulty as opportunities for spiritual and personal growth. 
Rather than diminishing our faith, pain and despair can lead us to greater trust in God. To endure through such times is a 
blessing. 

This inspiring book offers practical help for moving from pain and despair to hope. Wimmer reminds us that with hope we also have faith—not 
the false belief that our lives will be pain-free but the assurance that God will be with us through our most challenging times and lead us to 
deeper levels of spiritual growth and wisdom. 

Spoken Into Being 

"Tell me a story." Countless parents and grandparents have heard that request from children. People of all ages are 
captivated by a good story. 

Storytelling helps us makes sense of the events of our lives, the world around us, and God. When we tell stories, we 
speak a world into being—just as God did in the creation accounts in the book of Genesis. 

"Everyone is a storyteller," says author Michael Williams. You don't have to be a professional storyteller to be able to tell 
good stories. In this book on storytelling as spiritual exploration, Williams shares stories from his life and offers practical 
prompts that guide us to tell our own stories. He reminds us that we have been spoken into being as part of a much larger 
story. Using poetry, personal narrative, and retellings of biblical stories, Williams leads us to a deeper knowledge of the 

power of narrative. 

The stories that capture our attention shape us into who we are now and the persons we will become. Not all stories serve us well, however. 
Stories of fear stop us in our tracks and become roadblocks on the journey, while stories of fantasy, no matter how alluring,  are dead-end 
streets. 

Spoken into Being points to a path beyond fear and fantasy, a way toward encounters with God, in whom all things are being made new. 

Easter Earthquake 

Have you ever been in an earthquake? Earthquakes shake our most basic assumptions: that the ground will remain 
steady beneath our feet, that the world's current existence is the way it will always be. But when tectonic plates shift under 
the earth's surface and the ground shakes beneath our feet, it rattles the bedrock assumptions on which we build our lives. 

The Gospel of Matthew reports that on the first Easter morning, an earthquake rocked the earth, ripped open the tomb, 
and scared the Roman guards at the tomb, who "shook with fear and became like dead men" (Matthew 28:4). 

This is the second earthquake reported by Matthew. The first one took place on Good Friday, when the noonday sky 
turned black and Jesus died. 

In Easter Earthquake, James Harnish invites us to place the resurrection at the center of our Lenten journey. This 6-week study explores how 
Christ's resurrection shakes some of our most basic assumptions about ourselves and God. 

"The earth-shaking promise of Easter is that God has not forsaken any of us," Harnish writes. "The risen Christ will meet us along the confused, 
chaotic, fearful paths of our lives and speak the same words the women hear at the tomb: 'Do not be afraid .'" 

This book reverses the usual focus of Lenten studies by starting at the empty tomb and seeing the entire journey in light of the resurrection. 
Join James Harnish in this energizing exploration that will inspire you to live as a more faithful disciple of Jesus Christ. 



Beads Of Healing 

Healing from trauma begins with the courageous act of telling your story. 

Yet many survivors of trauma are afraid to tell anyone about their deeply painful and personal experience(s).  Trauma 
survivors often feel shame, guilt, fear, and anger. They may also carry deep spiritual wounds, such as feeling abandoned 
or punished by God. They may wonder how they can ever trust God. 

In Beads of Healing, Kristen Vincent shares her story of childhood trauma and how she eventually found God's peace, 
healing, and wholeness. She tells how, over 35 years after the trauma, she encountered God as never before in the 
presence of a Christian community. In this setting where she felt safe and loved, and through the help of spiritual 
practices like scripture reading, prayer, group sharing, and reflection, she finally found the peace she had been seeking 
since age 7. 

Vincent models how to name feelings of grief, anger, abandonment, shame, and fear. She gives readers ideas for ways to use prayer beads as 
a safe way to enter conversations with God, to talk honestly with their Creator, and open themselves to God's love. 

This powerful story of one woman's journey to spiritual healing offers hope for all trauma survivors, as well as those who have experienced loss, 
hurt, or other spiritual wounds. 

Sabbath’s Sake 

Discover a spiritual practice that helps you maintain spiritual, emotional, physical, and mental health. 

"We toiled on computers seven days per week, rising as early as 4:00 a.m. to squeeze in spiritual quiet time before we 
both retreated to our respective laptops, typing the days (and weekends) away. Though I grew up keeping Sundays 
sacred, six years into our marriage, we'd fallen into the trap of using the Lord's Day to catch up. … At its worst, our church 
attendance was less than 50 percent. … I began, for the first time in my life, to understand why people don't attend church 
services." 

—J. Dana Trent, chapter 1 

In our culture of constant busyness, most of us feel like we're never caught up. The lines between home and work have blurred as we stay 
tethered to our mobile devices and computers. Many people use weekends to catch up on errands and other work that doesn't get done during 
the week. God's commandment to "Remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy" seems like a relic from a simpler time. 

Many Americans balk at the idea of setting aside a whole day for worship, rest, and time with those who matter most to them. Yet we long for 
more time to spend on what matters most—unrushed time to rest, reconnect with friends and loved ones, and deepen our relationship with 
God. 

An ancient spiritual practice exists that can help restore balance to our lives: the practice of keeping Sabbath. But how exactly do we manage to 
build time for Sabbath into our busy lives? Dana Trent explores this question in For Sabbath's Sake. 

With humor and honesty, Trent reveals her own struggles with setting apart a day devoted to God, rest, and community. This book traces the 
rich history of Sabbath, helps you find ways to overcome barriers to this spiritual practice, and suggests achievable ways to build Sabbath into 
your life. 

Which Way Lord? 

As Christians, we hunger to know and live out God's purposes for our lives. But how do we know for certain that our 
choices are moving us in the right direction? 

Which Way, Lord? is a 6-session church wide or small-group study that will help you understand God's desire for your 
life by unpacking your experiences alongside those of the apostle Paul. 

Through many detours, adversity, and time spent thinking about his life, Paul completely reoriented his understanding of 
faith and God's purpose for his life. God placed Paul in a community that shared God's love with him, and Paul 
underwent several years of training in preparation for his ministry. 

Discover how to discern and follow God's leading, explore ways God can use you and your life experience, respond to 
God's signals, endure hardships and doubts, and persevere with hope and faith. Rediscover the truths that you are wonderfully made, created 
for purpose, and equipped to live a life of significance. Join us in traveling together to find your purpose. 


